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Description
Cloned from https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1869918

Description of problem:

Hammer location and organization info command outputs missing partition tables and realms.

Version-Release number of selected component (if applicable):

Red Hat Satellite 6.8 Beta

How reproducible:

Always

Steps to Reproduce:
1. Execute "hammer location info --id x" or "hammer organization info --id x" command on satellite CLI.
2. In the output all parameters are visible except partition tables and realms.

Actual results:

Partition tables and realms parameters are not part of the output given by "hammer location info --id x" or "hammer organization info --id x" command on satellite CLI.

Expected results:

Should show all parameters including partition tables and realms as these all parameters are visible under "Administer >> Locations >> Click on any location" or "Administer >> Organizations >> Click on any organization".

Associated revisions

Revision 642e3939 - 08/19/2020 12:29 PM - Yifat Makias
Fixes #30663 - add ptables and realms to location and organization info (#534)

History

#1 - 08/19/2020 10:07 AM - yifat makias
- Assignee set to yifat makias
- Status changed from New to Assigned

#2 - 08/19/2020 10:20 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from Assigned to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/hammer-cli-foreman/pull/534 added
#3 - 08/19/2020 12:30 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases hammer-cli-foreman-2.3.0 added

#4 - 08/19/2020 01:01 PM - Anonymous
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset hammer-cli-foreman/642e39394aa092e4d3d4400443813f5b99192979.